Left atrial remodeling index is a feasible predictor of poor prognosis in patients with acute ischemic stroke.
Left atrial (LA) functional remodeling as well as LA structural remodeling are associated with incident LA appendage (LAA) thrombus formation. This study aimed to elucidate whether combined assessment of LA functional and structural remodeling can predict LAA dysfunction and recurrent cerebrovascular events in patients with acute ischemic stroke. We performed transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiography in 196 patients within 7 days after acute ischemic stroke. Peak systolic LA strain was evaluated using 2D speckle tracking imaging. We defined the ratio of LA peak systolic strain to LA volume index (LAVI) as the LA remodeling index (LARI). All patients were prospectively followed for recurrent cerebrovascular events. We divided patients into four groups according based on the LARI quartile. LAA dysfunction increased with decreasing LARI. In total, 52 recurrent cerebrovascular events were noted during the median follow-up period of 700 days. Patients with recurrent cerebrovascular events had lower LARI than those without recurrent events (0.50 ± 0.45 vs. 1.10 ± 0.95, P < 0.001). Kaplan-Meier analysis showed that patients with lower LARI were more susceptible to recurrent cerebrovascular events than those with higher LARI. Multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression analysis showed that LARI was an independent predictor of recurrent cerebrovascular events after adjustment for confounding factors. Net reclassification index improved with the addition of LARI to basic predictors. LARI is a novel feasible parameter for LAA dysfunction and can predict recurrent cerebrovascular events in patients with acute ischemic stroke.